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Deposit Your Publications
IRis is a digital archive that collects, manages, preserves, and shares the
intellectual output and historical record of Northeastern University.
It has been a service of the University Libraries since 2006 and has recently
been upgraded to a new software platform with increased functionality.

Publish Journals and Organize Conferences
• Produce your open access journal, including online management of the
submission and peer review process

Increase Visibility of Your Research
Access to IRis in February 2010:

NU’s flagship open-access journal has been operating
in IRis since 2006!

Why IRis?
Easy to use and highly functional:
• Submit your files quickly
• Receive monthly e-mail reports on downloads of your work
• Make your work permanently available via the Internet
Professional exposure:
• Allows others to quickly find, use, and cite your work
• Content is indexed by Google and readily accessible worldwide
• Showcases your scholarship to other researchers, funding sources, potential
collaborators, and others

Who is it for?
• NU researchers and scholars who want to promote and preserve their
intellectual output
• NU administrators who need to preserve important University records
• Anyone seeking the published research of NU faculty or documents and
publications produced by the university
Examples of IRis content:
• Preprint and postprint versions of published journal articles
• Research and technical papers
• Electronic dissertations and master’s theses produced at NU
• Conference presentations
• Video and audio recordings of speeches and events
• Historical and contemporary publications and documents produced by NU
• Data sets: statistical, geospatial, etc.
• Learning objects, such as
o Interactive models
o Instructional portals

• Organize your next conference, from registration setup to abstract
submissions to published online proceedings

How to Get Started

Top 10 countries:

1. Faculty: Contact your department’s library liaison.

Don’t know who this is? Visit http://www.lib.neu.edu/services/subject_specialists/

Staff: Contact Joan Krizack, University Archivist and Head of
Special Collections : 617-373-8318 | j.krizack@neu.edu

2. Decide what types of material you’ll be depositing, and make sure
you hold the right to deposit it. Your liaison will help set up
collections that fit your needs, and library staff can provide
copyright guidance.
3. Deposit your work! IRis provides a permanent online presence for
your research output and other materials. Library staff are available
to help you.

iris.lib.neu.edu

In Feburary 2010, 64% of all IRis visits came via Google.
Of those, the majority were new visitors.

